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LEADING THE PACK 
Freestyle Category 
As so many of the WTW seasons you never know who or what is coming out of its shell, raising their 

level. Always too fresh to witness. This Worth the Weight series (9) we start 
with the Light Weights: MOOSAKA (ProFunk, M.E.) (3-2), FREESTYLE 
JOHN (3-2), SKITTLEZ (JB) (4-1), HAX (BDK) (5-1) in the lead after taking his 
first win at WTW9.2.. -M-i-d-d-l-e- -W-e-i-g-h-t- -Record we have 
moving steady from ghost fam accuracy with a (3-2) on the heels of 9.2 
winner Kozmik (Misfit Tribe) at a 4-1 record tying him with Twin Generation 
(Bdk, Gen nation) and leading the fellas is CHERCHE with a 5-1, which could 
of already moved up but decided that it would be Worth The Wait! Can she 
do it, we shall see! In the Heavy Weight class the JB woman are killing it! 
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5’Footas rapping likee little giants that they are! 
RAE RAE (JB, Chopliver) (6-1), 
LAYUH(JB,Chopliver) (4-2),SHAKS (5 FOOTAZ, 
JB) (4-0).


Enough said! With the BREAKING category the 
Light Weights are being led by Freestyle John 
at 3-2 and taking wtw9 by storm Pocket Change 
own LilFriz with a tuff undefeated record, six 
wins so far! MIDDLE WEIGHT leaders are Yohan 
of PC with a 5-1 and the humble and honorable 
Rhyno (OCprospect, JB) with a (3-0). Heavy 
weights are gonna be nuts! With the W at 
wtw9.2 Alredo (PC and 4-1), with Master Mace 
(FSC (5-2) and looking to lock down another 
Heavy Weight Championship the young and 
deadly WEAOPN X with a (7-1). This was a short 
time between WTW, so we shall see how 
everyone did during such a busy time. Back to 
School, and the last WTW series of 2016, lets 
have some fun. Thank you to our supporters, 
Originality Stands Alone, Coolin Out, all our 
volunteers and everyne paying dues because its 
Worth The Wait!
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Who do you think 
will take it all!?


